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8.2.21 iCONECT 

iCONECT v10 uses our new innovative features such as Oversight; quickly identifies 
mis-classified documents, CAL; Continuous Active Learning platform that quickly 
identify and focus on documents that really matter and COVER; a module that gives 
you identification, report and redaction/blackout of PII, PHI, sensitive data or 
keywords to comply with CCPA and GDPR standards. 

>Enhanced Security 

iCONECT v10 has passed rigorous testing of US government’s FedRAMP security 
resulting in even more control applied to your hosted data.  With 9 layers of security 
including the ability to integrate with Active Directory, you can restrict view, edit and 
delete functions by user or group down to the meta-data/document level. 

>Faster UX 

iCONECT v10 brings a whole new level with Faster UX. Restyled and redesigned 
with the latest browser technologies for a crisper and more intuitive user experience.  

 

>International Ready  

With 8 languages to choose from (including German, Spanish, Mandarin, French and 
more) interacting with iCONECTv10 has never been easier. 

 

 

>Thumbnails, Facetted Search and more. 

We’ve taken ‘ease of use’ to the next level with thumbnails, drag/drop, custom folder 
templates and uber simple searching. Finding document is as easy as booking travel 
or buying on Amazon with ‘facetted search’. 
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>GDPR Ready with COVER  

iCONECT v10 is in sync with recent EDRM and GDPR changes, helping you identify 
sensitive information and PII in every document and throughout the lifecycle of your 
matter. Once identified, use PII redaction with COVER. The COVER module gives 
you identification, reporting and redaction/blackout of PII, PHI, sensitive data or 
keywords to comply. Exclusive to iCONECT. 

 

>Charts and Graphs  

From tally of meta-data, progress reporting or user metrics through analysis, easy 
charting and graphing of data is only one click away. You can even share them with 
co-workers through iCONECTv10’s ‘project dashboard’. 

 

>Oversight  

Take it up a notch with OVERSIGHT. iCONECT v10 is tracks progress and quickly 
identifies mis-classified documents and potentially unfocussed review team 
members. Powered by Sentio. Exclusive to iCONECT. 

>Continuous Active Learning 

Aim higher with CAL. iCONECT v10 is eDiscovery’s most intuitive Continuous Active 
Learning (CAL) platform helps you quickly identify and focus on documents that 
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really matter. Powered by Sentio. Exclusive to iCONECT. 

 

>Video and Audio Management 

View, listen, tag and comment linked to timestamps in video and audio files as part of 
a seamless eDiscovery workflow.  

>Deployment Optionality 

Adhere to your firm’s infrastructure and security policies with Deployment Optionality. 
iCONECT v10 allows placement of the iCONECTv10 system behind your firewall, at 
a data center, with one of our worldwide LSPs, hosted or infrastructure only. 

>Self Serve 

Own your project with Self Serve. iCONECT v10 is has a full self-serve environment 
to help create, upload and onboard any project to get review started quicker. 
Complex project workflows can be saved as templates for easy re-use from case to 
case. 

>More Transparency 

iCONECT v10 is fully tracks user activity metrics for resource management and 
simplified licensing and billing reports for calculation by project/case and user 
metrics. 

>Now with MOBILE upload and review [mobile screenshot] 

Whether you’re in the field or at a client site, the ability to access your information is 
seamless, even from a mobile or tablet device. 

 

Owned/Supplied by : iCONECT Development 

Used by : MD5, in providing case support to major UK law firms 
and corporations 

 

 

  


